
* For smaller babies with a low wieight or having health troubles please get t he doctor
advice.

Instructions 
Look after: 30' washable, low spin, avoid the dryer.

USER GUIDE
Baby slings June 22

Perfect from birth up to 10kg*.
Interlock slings, 100% soft organic cotton, very breathable and respect your baby’s delicate skin. 

Videos available on www.june-22.com



WARNING
- Supervise your baby at all time in the sling.
- Make sure the mouth and the nose of the baby are not blocked.
- To avoid any fall, make sure your baby is seating safely in the sling.
- Stay away from any domestic danger or heat.
- Use for children only.
- The child and parent movement can modify the position.
- Be aware when you are leaning or going down.
- Do not use the sling while exercising.
- The risks of falls are higher if the baby moves a lot in the sling.
- Keep it away from the children if it is not being used.
- Check it often for any damage

DANGER: SAVE IT FOR FUTUR USE 
Read the instructions before using the product

FOR A COMFORTABLE CARRY... 

M POSITION:
The babies knees should be higher than their bottom. Round/curled
back. A deep seated position as in a hammock. The fabric goes from
under the babie’s seat up to the knees. The newborn's legs will not
split as much, do not insist.

KISSES REACH:
The babie’s head should be placed over your breast.
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Fit the sling:

Slide the end of
the sling in the
rings without
twisting it.

Slide it back over
one ring and
inside the
second one.

The fabrics hem
shoud be on both
sides of the rings.

Pull the inside hem to adjust the sling by the
head and the outside hem to adjust the sling
under your baby. Tighten your baby in the
sling.

Adjust the sling:



Pre-adjusting :
Adjust the sling before. The sling should be over the
hip for a new born and slightly longer for a baby.

My little tricks:

New born head:
To hold the newborn’s head, grab the fabric
hanging from the rings and twist it until it creates a
nice pillow (be caution not to make it too tight). Or
lift the fabric up to the newborn's ears.

Breastfeeding with the sling:
Don’t make it too tight, place the baby's head
opposite to the rings. Once the breastfeeding is over
put the baby back in M position.

Secure the rings:
Wrap the hanging fabric around the rings to avoid
the baby touching it.
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Use one sling:
Slide one arm in the sling and wear it across. The
rings have to be at the top of your shoulder.

Seat the baby on the sling for him to be in M
position
(page 4).

Carry the baby at the top of your opposite
shoulder, hold him tightly under his backside. Slide
your other hand in the sling to catch his feet.

Bring the top hem to the baby's back and adjust (page 2)



Heart to Heart: Hip Carry:



Explorate
ur :

Use 2 slings:

The rings are on your
lower back. The hanging
fabrics should face front.
You can role them around
later

Slide one arm in the first sling
and wear it across your chest.
Repeat the process with your
second arm.



Heart to Heart: Explorator :

Position the baby in the
first sling as for the heart
to heart one sling . Then
cover it with the second
sling.

You can also to choose to
wear the rings on your
shoulders like it is done
with one sling.

Make a small pocket with
the first sling. Put the
baby in it on seating
position and slide the
second sling on opposite
shoulder while making
sure you are covering the
first.

Tips : create voltes on your
shoulders for a better adjustment.


